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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
At last some better news. 

It seems certain that returns for 1985 SUit~iias ·will be eleva'ted over the depressed returns for 
the 1984 crop. While the degree of improvemerlt cannot be projected until our own crop size and 
quality is known, firming prices in most major markets will assure higher returns for our exported fruit. 

Both Greece and Turkey harvested small crops in 1984, which reduced the availability of our 
Sultana type to World markets by more than 40,000 tonnes. It is now clear that there will be insuffi
cient Turkish and Greek light type Sultanas to service the market until the next harvest, August
September. Demand for South African and Australian new crops will be stronger and increased 
prices will result. 

The world is still over supplied with dried vine fruits, mainly due to the large surpluses of Thomp
son Seedless Raisins held by the U.S.A. The growers in this country have acted in a typical direct 
manner and have agreed to support the Raisin -Diversion Program (RDP) which will see the ·removal 
from next season's harvest of 70,000 tonnes of T.S.R.'s. If the RDP continues as an ongoing pro-. 
gram, as intended, then the world's over supply problem will be significantly reduced over the next 
few years. 

At the time of writing, the Industry still awaits the Government decision flowing from the I.A.C. 
report and recommendations. The improvement in prospects is not to an extent sufficient to remove 
Government responsibility- for assisting and restructuring the DVF Industry in Australia. 

The A.D.F.A. submission to the Wine and Grape Inquiry stressed the need to improve stabillty 
within the grape growing industry and the need for a mechanism like the A.D.F.A. market entitlement 
scheme to supply market signals to growers. The A.D.F.A. remains convinced that providing ac
curate returns from the marginal markets and removing DVF as a market for surplus grapes on equal 
terms with dedicated driers will provide stablising benefits to all grape growers. 

The A.D.F.A. also raised with the Inquiry Panel the great damage that can be done to the 
Australian Grape Producing Industry by uncontrolled imports. The A.D.F.A. countervailing 
duties/cash securities have resulted in the holding out of the imports of most Greek fruit although the 
escalating level of imports of American fruit is of grave concern and the A.D.F.A. is considering a 
dumping action under the terms of G.A.T.T. against the U.S.A. The A.D.F.A. submission also stress
ed the importance of achieving adequate control of the import of wine into Australia. The EC has a 
huge wine lake ready to pour into this country and displace grape growers from their livelihood. The 
A.D.F.A. and winegrape grower representatives are concerned with the rapidly escalating imports of 
wine into Australia. 

I raised the threat to Australian grape growers by EC imports of dried fruit and wine directly with the 
Prime Minister as part of a National Farmers' Federation briefing, prior to the depature of the Govern
ment's delegation to Brussels. The EC is causing grave concern to many Australian Primary In
dustries, including Beef, Sheep Meat, Rice, Sugar and the Dairy Industry. The common problems of 
these industries make it an opportune time for ttie A.D.F.A. to take up full membership of the National 
Farmers' Federation, and A.D.F.A. representation in the briefing to the Prime Minister reinforces the 
A.D.F.A. decision to seek full membership. Unfortunately, the relative trade power of the EC and 
Australia does not place Australia in a position of strength in the present negotiations. However, there 
are strategic areas of trade and co-operation that may assist in achieving more favourable terms of 
trade between the two nations. 

Returning to the domestic scene, the A.D.F.A. marketing of Prunes is increasing its strength with 
the announcement that Ernest Hall and Sons will join with Griffith Producers, Young District Pro
ducers and J.C. Granger, in marketing Prunes through Country Foods Pty. Ltd. This means that 
Country Foods and G. Wood Son will be the only A.D.F.A. Prunes Sellers. However, these marketers 
still face stiff competition with marketers outside the A.D.F.A., including Letona Foods, Angas Park 
and a large number of importers. 

Tree fruit growers have assisted their cause in the battle against imports by producing a crop of 
largely good quality, well sulphured dried apricots. All growers, vine, tree fruit and prune growers 
alike, must remain conscious that the best avenue to resist imports and improve sales of Australian 
fruit is to provide a product of the highest possible quality. 

The Currant crop is almost secure and of excellent quality. May the rest of the harvest produce 
fruits of the same high standard. 

Henry Tankard, 
Chairman, 
A.D.F.A. Board of Management. 
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A.D.F.A. 1984 SEASON 
STOCK AND SALES 
from 1.3.84 to 31.12.84. 

VINE FRUITS 
Currants Sultanas 

Committed orders (packed tonnes) 
Australia ... 3,344 18,936 
New.·Zealand ... 290 4,456 
U.K., Ireland ... . . . . .... 5,401 
Continent (including Malta, Israel and 

Scandinavia) 19,790 
Canada 217 15,335 
Japan 1,433 
Other . 38 5,219 

TOTAL ......... 3,889 70,579 

Delivered 3,523 61,600 
Committed, undelivered 366 8,979 
Uncommitted .. 719 15,868 

TOTAL ADFA PACK • 4,608 86,447 

• includes carry-in 159 10,529 

TREE FRUITS 
Apricots Peaches 

Committed orders (packed tonnes) 
Australia . 862 48 
New Zealand .. 41 14 
United Kingdom 1 
Continent 21 3 
U.S.A./Canada 
Japan 3 
Other . 

TOTAL 928 65 

Delivered 928 65 
Committed, undelivered 
Uncommitted 

TOTAL ADFA PACK . 928 65 

PRUNES 
1.3.84 to 30.11.84. 

Season 1983 Season 1984 
Committed orders (packed tonnes) 
Australia . . ......... . 2,310 1,004 
Export ,. ....... . 315 57 
Uncommitted ........ . 255 641 

---
TOTAL ADFA PACK 2,880 1,702 
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Prunes News 
All A.D.F.A. Prune· packers operating in New 

South Wales will shortly be marketing their fruit 
through the one selling agent, Country Foods 
Pty. Ltd. This follows the decision by Ernest H8U 
and Sons to appoint Country Foods Pty. Ltd. as 
their selling agent. 

Mr Jim McGlinn, Managing Director of Country 
Foods, welcomed Ernest Hall's decision. Mr 
McGlinn said that. with. Hall's joining Country 
Foods, the Prunes Industry generally should 
benefit, especially in the long term. "The trade 
had been informed and had accepted the news 
with delight," Mr McGlinn added. 

The season 1985 Prunes crop has been 
described as "fair" by packers and growers 
alike. The crop in the Young district is expected 
to be of good quality although at this stage some 
premature coloring was being experienced. This 
follows on from a 3 to 4 month period ot very lit
tle rain in the area. The crop in tl)e M.I.A. Is of 
good to excellent quality, but again the 
estimated yield is down. 

The Prunes Conference is due to be held in 
May this year. The Conference held every two 
years, will be hosted by the Young District Coun
cil of the A.D.F.A. 

Bill Rodd Retires 
Mr Bill Rodd retired from A.D.F.S. on January 

31st, 1985, after 28 years with the Company, 
the last six as General Manager. 

Mr Rodd represented A.D.F.S. on the 
A.D.F.A. Board of Management from 1981 to 
1984. 

Commenting on his retirement at a function to 
farewell him, Mr Rodd said he would miss the 
people his job had brought him In contact with: 

The Dried Fruit Industry wishes Bill the best In 
his retirement. 
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Australian Dried fruits Corporation Report 
Originally, this report was to be solely devoted to outlining the in

tricacies of the Greek Sultana Industry; however, developments during re
cent weeks in the world sultana market take precedence. 
Export Prospects through the Agricultural Bank of Greece in the 

A number of factors have enhanced the 1985 form of subsidised fertilisers, pesticides and in 
export prospects for Australian dried sultanas:- some areas where topography and water 
-Greece and Turkey sold out their 1983 crops resources permit, irrigation projects. These fac-

of dried sultanas by September 1984; tors and a gradual Improvement in viticultural 
-Greek and Turkish crops of sultanas in 1984 practices are expected to lead to a slight growth 

were well below forecast and previous year's in average sultana production and quality in 
crop; Greece over the next few years. 

-The just announced result of the Californian For the 1964/85 marketing year, the E.C. 
TSR growers' referendum means that the minimum price to growers in terms of Greek 
1985 crop will be reduced by up to 75,00Q Drachmas, has been raised by 17 percent. 
tons. The minimum price to growers is only part of 

-U.S. prices, which are normally quoted in U.S. the E. C. price support system for sultanas. Up to 
currency, have increased in the buying coun- 1983/84 the (3reek government paid an "in-
tries' currency as a result of the $US apprecia- come support payment" to growers whilst a 
tion; "processing subsidy" and "weekly storage sub-

-Afghanistan and Iran who have during the last sidy" were also available to the Industry. The 
two years concentrated their exports to following table, expressed in drachmas to avoid 
Eastern Europe and the Middle East, are con- conversion distortion, summarises the E.C. 's 
tinuing along this trend; price support system per tonne of sultanas. 

-stocks of Australian 1984 sultanas available Greek Government income support payments 
for export have been sold out; and the E. C.'s Weekly Storage subsidies have 

-The 1985 crop forecast for Australian sultanas been dropped from the Greek sultana price sup-
is down to between 65,000 and 70,000 ton- port scheme for 1984/85. Under the current 
nes. year's programme, processors are obligated to 
In combination, the above factors have put up- pay holders of sultanas, growers or local co-

ward pressure on Greek and Turkish sultana ex- operatives an additional 1 ,500 drachmas per" 
port prices - rising some $1 00 per tonne since month per tonne over and above the minimum 
December. Additionally It is being forecast that grower price for storage for the first 10 months 
stocks from these countries will be sold out well of the marketing year. In actual fact, growers 
before the 1985 crop is harvested. have left storage largely to the local co-operative 

As the Australian and South African crops will because the rate of return on storage is less than 
be offered in late March, it can now be forecast the current rate of inflation. 
with confidence that export prices will be above Unsold stocks, if any, held at the end of 
the 1984 levels. August in the year following production are pur-
Greek Sultana Industry chased and taken over by an E.C. intervention 

The Corporation believes that knowledge of agency for subsequent disposal - for example 
our competitors' industries is an Important factor 1981 excess was subsequently sold, at a huge 
in planning export marketing strategies. As a loss, for cattle feed and distillation. 
result of the Greek accession to the European One change implemented for the current year 
Community (E.C.) in 1981, world trade in dried was the establishment of a 93,000 tonne 
sultanas has changed dramatically. Australia, threshold. If 1984 crop deliveries had exceeded 
which relies on E.C. member countries for the this level, the support levels would have been 
bulk of lts exports, has been adversely affected reduced for the 1985/86 season. This E. C. 
by the new format of the Greek Industry since "ceiling" will not be put to the test this year, but it 
1981. is suspected that In the first year when it 

The Greek sultana crop in 1984 was down becomes a fact, there will be political pressure 
from the previous year's usually high level to ap- to either reverse the decision or the Greek 
proximately 70,000 tonnes. government may introduce a compensatory 

Sultanas are generally grown on non-irrigated, scheme. 
less fertile slopes which are susceptible to era- Beginning with the 1984/85 marketing year, 
sian. VIneyard expansion and vine replacement Greek sultanas must comply with minimum Com-
are prohibited by the E. C. except by permit, but munlty quality standards in order to qualify for 
limited amounts of both may be taking place due the E. C. production aid. Quality has not been a 
to the lack of strict controls. The average Greek major concern to the Greek sultana growers. 
grower produces 5-1 0 tonnes per year with Farmers have generally been able to find a local 
family labour, but there are farmers producing co-operative who would accept any quality fruit 
1 00 tonnes or more which must hire most of in order to earn a return on its investment 
their labour. Even So, their labour costs are only through storage fees. There is no doubt that 
a fraction of the Australian equivalent. these standards will lead to improved quality and 

Considerable government aid is provided significant investment in, for example, storage 

ITEM DRACHMAS 

Minimum price to grower 

Greek Government income support payment to g'rower. 

Processing subsidy . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

Weekly Storage subsidy ... 

• Approx. $A 1150 ( 1 05 drachmas = $A 1). 
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1983/84 
102,870 

9,000 

42,050 

564 

1984/85 
120,550· 

68,397 

Chairman 
facilities are planned. However, the real test will 
be whether E.C. member countries enforce the 
new quality standards. 

Now to the disposal of the Greek sultana crop! 
The domestic market is very limited accounting 
for only 3,000 to 6,000 tonnes. Around 95% of 
the crop is exported. Here the Greek exporter, 
especially within E.C. markets, enjoys a signifi· 
cant benefit over all other sultana exporting 
countries. Third countries like Australia, are fac
ed by Minimum Import Prices (M.l.P.) into each 
E. C. member country. For example, the M.I.P. 
for Australian sultanas going into the United 
Kingdom is $1000 per tonne C.J.F. - imports 
landing below this price (even $2 below) incur a 
fine of $200 per tonne for the importer. 

Greek export prices Into E. C. markets are not 
subject to government or E.C. intervention. 
Greek export prices are, therefore, pitched well 
below third country prices. Despite these advan~ 
tages, Greek export sales since joining the E. C., 
have not been spectacular. In 1 982 and 1983, 
the Greek crop was not sold out, but in 1984 
sales were more successful. Greek export sates 
for the marketing year 1983/84 by destination 
were:-
Region Tonnes 
E. C. Countries . . 53,000 
Other Western Europe 3,000 
USSR/Eastern Europe 13,000 
Other 7,000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76,000 

The real long term danger to Australia, if M.I.P. 
is retained, is that Greek sultana quality will im
prove and being free of government price con
straints, offers a very attractive proposition to 
the buyer. 

In summary, the Greek grower is guaranteed a 
very reasonable return for his sultana produc
tion. This return and its subsidy components 
plus the negative difference between the return 
to the Greek industry, including growers, and 
export prices, is largely subsidised by the Euro
pean Community taxpayer.lt sounds like, and is, 
crazy economics but, it's a tact at life which ap
plies to a whole range of agricultural com
modities! 

(Some of the data in this report is taken from ' 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture December 
1984 Foreign Agriculture Circular and is 
gratefully acknowledged). 

ERNEST W. BARR, 
Chairman. 
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The Australian Dried Prt.lits lr~dustry 
The events of recent times have highlighted the need for greater' grow~r awareness, 'of their 

representative organisation, the Australian Dried Fruits Association. , 
.ro facilitate this, the Dried Fruits News will feature articles on a continuing basis to provide infor

mation .0~ the A.D. F.!'. and th.e Australian Dried Fruits Industry. 
Th1s 1ssue conta1ns an art1cle on the A.D:F.A.'s history and on its structure and function. · 

A.D.F.A. 

Past and Present 
The dried fruits industry of Australia commenc-

ed in 1887 with the granting of land rights to the 
Chaffey Brothers in South Australia and Victoria. 
Initially, a wide range of tree fruits and vines 
were planted but in a short time production was 
concentrated on currants, sultanas, raisins and 
the drying of tree fruits. 

The need for regulation within the industry 
became apparent as early as 1895, when the 
output of dried vine fruits first exceeded local 
demand. 

The Mildura Raisin Trust came into being, and 
its prime purpose was to prevent the glutting of 
the local market. Following the establishment of 
this Trust. a policy of export proportion was 
established and prices were regulated and 
stabilised. 

The Mildura Raisin Trust developed into the 
Mlldura Dried Fruits Association in 1896 and a 
similar body was formed at Renmark to protect 
the Interests of South Australian dried fruit 
growers. With the Federation of the Renmark 
and Mildura Associations, the Australian Dried 
Fruits Association was formed in 1907. 

W. B. Chaffey 
The A.D.F.A.'s first Chairman. 
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The A.D.F.A. was borne out of a need for 
organisation within the dried fruits industry and 
today it represents some 4,400 growers 
throughout Australia producing dried vine fruits, 
dried tree fruits and prunes. 

The Australian Dried Fruits Association is an 
organisation made from all participants in the 
Dried Fruits Industry. Its purpose is to provide a· 
forum tor discussion and decision making on all 
matters relating to the conduct and management 
of the Dried Fruits Industry in Australia and to 
represent the Industry to all outside parties in
cluding Government. 

The A.D.F.A. has a unique structure in that it 
represents the total Industry at all levels of 
operation except at Branch level. The bringing 
together of Growers, Packers and Marketing 
Agents provides a degree of integration and co
operation which is not evident in most other in
dustries. An example of the benefit of this 
system is the maximisation of returns to growers 
by the ellmination of profit taking middle men as 
all sales proceeds are returned to growers after 
deduction of reasonable processing, handling 
and selling costs. 

The minimization of costs is ensured by com
petition between packing houses for growers' 
fruit. 

The A.D.F.A. is a democratic stru~ture which 
provides: 

a. Branches in each producing district. Each 
Branch is made up of dried fruit growers 
which provide the collective strength of the 
Association. 

b. Membership to affiliated Packers and 
Marketing Agents. To be a Member Packer 
or Agent requires agreement to abide by 
the A.D.F .A. Rules and Regulations. 

c. A District or State Council for each produc
ing region. These Councils elect represen
tatives from the Branches within that 
district. 

d. A Federal Council comprising the elected 
representatives from Branches, Packers 
and Agents. Federal Council meets annual
ly and decides the policy of the A.D.F.A. 
and determines the Association's Rules, 
Regulations and Practices. 

e. The Board of Management is elected by 
Federal Council as the Executive authority 
of the A.D.F .A. The Board is made up of 7 
Grower members drawn from the four pro
ducing states, together with 2 Packer 
representatives ( 1 Co-operative and 1 Pro
prietary). 2 Marketing Agents are also ap
pointed to the Board but are without a vote. 

The A.D.F.A. draws its membership from the 4 
producing states of Victoria, New South Wales, 
South Australia and Western Australia. Dried 
Fruits represented include Dried Vine Fruits 
(mainly ~urrants, Sultanas and Raisins); Dried 
Tree Fru1ts (principally Dried Apricots, Dried 
Peaches, Dried Pears and Dried Nectarines}; 
and Prunes. 

The A.D.F .A. is not a Government body and 
receives no Government finance, thus it cannot 
be dictated to on matters of policy. 

The Constitution of the A.D.F.A. is contained 
in the Rules, Regulations and Practices. Copies 
of these Rules are held at all Branches, or may 
be independently purchased by growers for 
$3.00 from the A.D.F.A. head office. 

The Board of Management conducts the day 
to day affairs of the A.D.F.A. The Board elects 
its own Chairman who is traditionally a Grower 
Member and who acts as the Senior Executive 
of the A.D.F.A. 

The Board works in close association with In
dustry and Non-Industry parties, including: 
1 . Its Members. 
2. The Federal and State Governments and 

Government Departments. 
3. The Australian Dried Fruits Corporation. 
4. The Dried Fruits Board of Victoria, New 

South Wales, South Australia and Western 
Australia. 

5. The Australian Dried Fruits Research Com
mittee. 

The Board of Management employs profes
sional assistance to conduct the detailed affairs 
of the A.D.F.A. At the present time the Head Of
fice staff comprises the General Secretary, Ac
countant, Administrative Officer, Executive 
Secretary, Receptionist and part time Book· 
keeper. The Board also employs futl time profes
sional staff to conduct the A.D.F.A. Food Ad
visory Services section. This staff comprises a 
Senior Home Economist as the Director, a Home 
Economist and Secretary. 

While the Board of Management oversees all 
affairs of National concern to the A.D.F.A., ex
pert Committees deal with matters of special 
concern. These include the Prunes Committee, 
the Tree Fruits Committee, the Prodl!ction Pro
blems Committee and the Sales Management 
Committee. 

As with Federal Council and the Board of 
Management, it Is noticeable that growers 
dominate the membership of all committees. 
This policy ensures that all decisions and actions 
are taken in the best interests of growers. 
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lighter Pruning and Vine Management 
by tan Chesterfield, 

District Exte_!l_~ion Officer (Vines) 
Department of Agriculture, Victoria. 

Continued lean economic conditions for dried 
fruit growers has encouraged many to consi_der 
the cheapest way to manage their crops in the 
long term. 

Developments in lighter pruning during the 
70's and early 80's followed by field days at 
C.S.I.R.O. in 1982 and early 1983 had many 
growers recognising the potential to save money 
and time while achieving good yields. 

Since then, a large percentage of growers 
have tried one of the lighter pruning systems on 
their own vines. Initially, four major systems 
were tried by growers. These were minimal 
pruning, six bud spurs, split cordon and the 
hanging cane. 

Growers used minimal pruning and six bud 
spUrs extensively in the first few seasons. Some 
situations have, however, proved unsuitable for 
these techniques and many growers are now 
considering systems whiCh allow greater control 
over replacement canes and the crop. 

The lighter pruning systems have clearly 
demonstrated that time and money can be saved 
at pruning. Minimal pruning has demonstrated up 
to 90% time saving at pruning over cane pruned 
sultanas. Other techniques offer savings in ex
cess of 40%. 

Cropping levels of vines have also generally in· 
creased with lighter pruning. This is believed to 
be because of increased bud numbers and bet
ter exposure on canes to sunlight. 

These systems and their management are 
described in greater detail in the references 
given at the end of this article. However, yield 
results are variable with a few growers experien
cing yield reductions in some years. 

Most growers consider that if they attain the 
same yield the change to lighter pruning is 
justified by savings in pruning time and cost. 

PROBLEMS 
Common problems were experienced by many 

growers who trialled the systems in 1982 and 
1983. Many of these were a result of changes in 
the vines growth. 

Lighter pruning leaves more nodes on the vine 
and therefore more bunches are produced. In· 
creased bunch numbers generally lead to 
smaller bunches that are often more difficult to 
hand Pick. 

Fruit is also distributed quite differently on the 
vine being all over the canopy and often hanging 
on the ground if the canes are not trimmed short 
enough at pruning. Situations where trellis is low 
and rows are close planted have made some of 
the techniques unworkable. Fruit hanging on the 
ground and berry damaged by vineyard equip· 
ment as the cultural operations are carried out on 
the block was a common complaint. 

For these reasons the most favoured systems 
for dried fruit production have changed since 
growers first considered them a few years ago. 

THE SPLIT CORDON SYSTEM 
The split cordon system where we crop one 

side of the vine at a time has gained popularity in 
this last year. The advantage of this technique is 
that we control the number of canes left on the 
vine and are generating new canes each year for 
fruit production in the following season. 

6-February, .1985. 

'YEAR YEAR2 

Split Cordon -Winter 

Canes should be trimmed so that fruit does not 
hang on the ground. Where the fruiting side is 
minimal pruned, it is necessary to have the 
canes trimmed at least 18 inches off the ground. 

THE HANGING CANE SYSTEM 
Considerable interest has been seen in the 

hanging cane system this season. Numerous 
growers have lifted vines to 6 feet high wires in 
order to establish the hanging cane. The most 
common problem is the wire and the construc
tion of the trellis. In almost every situation, 
growers say next time they will use stronger 
wire. Soft wires are just not adequate. 9 gauge 
High Tensile or 2 strands of 12.5mm high tensile 
seem to be the most common choice. End post 
construction has also proved to be critical. 
Several growers have experienced the difficult 
task of lifting vines back to the high wire after 
collapse of rows. 

Most growers are placing a post every two 
vines and some are going to the extent of having 
a post at every vine to avoid the problems caus
ed by sagging wires. 

Crops on the hanging canes this year look ex
cellent. Fruit hanging from the high permanent 
cordon hangs freely and appears to be easily ac
cessible for picking. Sunburn was expected to 
be a problem with this system, however, most of 
the hanging cane vines have good foliage and 
have not suffered as badly as vines on traditional 
trellis. 

For dried fruit growers, the hanging cane 
system is very attractive because of the potential 
for trellis drying. Canes are easily cut from the 
permanent cordon at picking time. Supporting 
the canes with wires below the top wire appears 
feasible, but after this harvest, we should be bet
ter able to assess its potential. 
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/ 
Spent canes 
removed. 

• • • 

lan Chesterfield (above centre) discusses 
lighter pruning methods with growers at a re
cent field day conducted by the Victorian 
Department of Agriculture at Mr. Robin Ar
nold's property in 1 Hh Street, Mildura. The 
field day which was very well attended con-

firms grower interest in these techniques. 
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. Spqrrec{ t 
replacemen 
cane:; 

Hanging Cane 
Winter 

., .... 
MALLEE BEARING & 

TRANSMISSION 
SUPPLIES PTY. LTD. 
THE LOCAL FIRM WITH THE 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 

157 Tenth Street 
(Between Lime & Pine Ave.) 

Mildura, 3500. 

FOR SPEEDY DELIVERY IN THE 
CITY AREA 

PHONE 

23 5367 
also 

23 5872 
(Area Code 050) 

AFTER HOURS: 
JOHN HALL - 24 5115 
KEN INNES - 23 5693 

WAYNE HALL- 23 4162 

OTHER TECHNIQUES 
Some dried fruit growers are still using minimal 

pruning and six bud spurs effectively. However; 
most have a trellis at least 4 feet high and many 
are hopeful of being able to divert these areas to 
wine grapes and mechanical harvesting. · 

The time and cost saving benefits of new pruii_~ 
ing systems for grape vines have been recogniS· 
ed quickly by growers. The problems that. hav8 
been identified by growers have helped others 
determine the best technique for the growers 
own situation. With further district experience, 
many of the current problems will be resolved 
over time. 

REFERENCES 
C.S.I.R.O. Sultana Vine Management Researc~ 
P. R. Clingeletfer. Dried Fruit News. -
July 1981. 

Canopy Management - new pruning and train~ 
ing systems for grapevines · 
Jan Chesterfield 
Agriculture note series No. 138 
July 1984. 
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The Production of Natural Sultanas 
by lan Macrae, Department of Agriculture, Victoria. 

Recent marketing investigations of the 
Japanese dried fruits market have confirmed that 
the demand exists for significant amounts of 
Australian produced "natural" style sultanas. 
While some Australian naturals have always 
been produced, research is being conducted to 
determine the most suitable means of producing 
the type of natural sultana required by the 
Japanese and other markets. 

What is a "Natural" Sultana? 
When dried without dipping, sultanas dry to a 

dark grey to blue brown colour with the bloom of 
the berry largely intact. This undipped product 
with its characteristic dark colour is known as a 
natural sultana, or a natural. Other features of 
the natural are the relatively tough skins and a 
malty, caramel flavour. 

Natural sultanas are largely produced in 
California, Iran, Afghanistan atld South Africa, 
with Australia, Greece, Turkey 8.nd Iran produc~ 
ing the light coloured or bleached sultana 
resulting from dipped treatments. 

Two effects determine th'El main distinguishing 
features (i.e. appearance and flavour) between 
natural and dipped sultanas. 

The first effect results from the rate of drying 
of the fruit. The greater drying rate of dipping 
fruit has the effect of inhibiting the action of an 
enzyme polyphenol oxidase, which is responsi~ 
ble for browning of the berry skin. In naturals 
polyphenol oxidase in the berry skin comes into 
cOntact with various compounds and the dark 
colour results, similar to dipped fruit which dries 
slowly under po_or drying conditions at the end of 
the season. 

The second distlng1..1lshing characteristic of the 
natural is its flavour. The malty, caramel flavour 
largely occurs because of the heat generated in 
the berry by the drying techniques used to pro· 
duce naturals. This flavour is similar to dipped 
sultanas that are dehydrated at excessive 
temperatures. 

How Naturals are Produced 
There are a variety of methods for producing 

naturals although not all are suitable for produc~ 
ing the style of natural demanded by world 
markets, in particular the Japanese market. 

Some of the methods are discussed briefly 
below with their potential application to natural 
production In Australia. 

1 , Ground Drying 
Drying sultanas on the ground is the most 
common method ·of producing naturals. 
In California, the world's largest producer of 
sultana naturals, fruit is placed on 60x90cm 
heavy paper trays between vine rows for dry~ 
ing. After the top berries have shrivelled and 
browned, about 7~10 days after spreading, 
the fruit is turned over. After another period 
of drying, the fruit is rolled into the paper 
trays and left for 10-14 days for curing. 

A number of factors may govern the success 
of this system of drying in Australia. 
(i) It is labour intensive - in California and 

countries producing naturals labour 
tends to be less costly than in Australia; 

(ii) fruit sitting on paper trays will be very 
susceptible to rain damage, particularly 
moulds; 

(iii) in California, vine rows are oriented 
east-west to allow maximum sunlight 
exposure to the fruit drying between 
rows - placing fruit between rows of 
different orientation will result in reduc~ 
ed dryin9 rates and inferior quality fruit. 

A mechanised system of natural production 
is now used in California. This system in· 
valves cutting fruit bearing canes (similar to 
summer pruning), mechanically harvesting 4 
to 5 days after cutting then conveying the 
harvested berries to a machine which 
spreads the fruit onto a continuous paper 
tray on the ground. 

2. Drying on Concrete Slabs 
Drying sultanas on concrete slabs is a 
relatively new method of natural production 
now used extensively in South Africa. Slab 
drying origfnated from the practice of drying 
grapes on smooth granite outcrops occurring 
in some parts of South Africa. 

Slab drying differs from ground drying 
methods in that it is a permanent structure, 
no provision is made to cover fruit, and the 
slab is designed to allow speedy run~off of 
water. 

Concrete drying slabs are generally about 1 0 
metres wide and can be any length required 
although slabs of 15~45 metres are common. 
There is a fall of 75mm from the apex to the 
edge (figure 1 ), and an overall fall of 25mm 
per 1 0 metres along the length. · 

A lip which runs along both bottom edges is 
designed to prevent weed seed contamina
tion of the fruit. To allow adequate water run~ 
off holes or grooves are placed at 2 metre in~ 
tervals along the lip. A drying slab of 1 Ox15 
metres ··wm hold about 6 tonnes of fresh 
sultanas. 

Drying fruit on the slab is an uncomplicated 
procedure under good drying conditions. 
Fruit is loaded onto the slab leaving a gap at 
the slab apex for access and at the bottom 
edge for draining. After 4 to 7 days the fruit is 

turned by hand or shovel. Fruit can be 
removed when dry by broom and shovel after 
1 0 days if drying conditions have been 
favourable. 

The major disadvantage of a slab constructed 
as described above is the high cost. 
However, it should be possible to construct a 
more simple slab consisting of a sloping 
single plane of thin reinforced concrete. Us~ 
ing this method of construction selecting a 
north facing slope would' avoid the need to 
build up one side while achieving maximum 
sunlight exposure. 

3. Tunnel and Rack Dehydration 
Direct solar energy is the most commonly us~ 
ed heat source for drying fruit because of its 
availability and ,low cost. Dehydration 
employing other than direct solar energy is 
generally used for finish drying fruit in bulk_ 
handling systems or in the event of poor dry~ 
ing conditions. 

The use of these non-direct solar energy 
sources for more than finish drying would 
usually be too expensive. However, in 
Australia small quantities of naturals are pro· 
duced for local consumption by dehydrating 
fresh fruit in what may be loosely called "tun~ 
nel" dehydrators. 

This system involves placing undipped fresh 
grapes thinly on trays (usually wire) and 
dehydrating the fruit to the desired moisture 
level. Depending on the efficiency of the heat 
and air supply and moisture removal drying 
tirries can range from about 35 to greater 
than 90 hours. 

Producing naturals on the standard rack 
without applying heat would most likely result 
in an acceptable natural but drying times of 
one month and more would be likely. 
The use of a wood fired heat source was 
trlalled during the 1983/84 season on a rack 
of fresh undipped sultanas. The fruit produc· 
ed was of very high uniform quality and about 
70 hours of dehydration was required to dry 
the fruit. 

The possibility of utilising solar energy more 
efficiently and cheaper alternatives to fossil 
fuels to produce naturals in protected en· 
vironments such as tunnel and rack 
dehydrators offers real possibilities for the 
future. It is essential however, that the quality 
of the product be compatible with market ex· 
pectations. 

1<------ "--- --""- "" ___ I 0 ~ __ " ___ "_ 

Construction teatures of a concrete drying slab 
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4. Trellis Dried Naturals 
Some trellis dried naturals have been produc
ed in Australia in variable amounts over the 
past few years. Producing these naturals in
volves simply severing fruit bearing canes 
and permitting the sultanas to dry unaided by 
dip mixture. 
The trellis dried natural will not be accep
table on export markets. This natural is a 
completely different product from that pro
duced on the ground or slab. High 
temperatures are required to produce the 

typical caramel flavour and these 
temperatures are not achieved in fruit drying 
on the vine. 

Production of trellis dried naturals is to be 
strongly discouraged. 

Australian "Natural" Research 

1. C.S.I.R.O. Merbein 
During the 1963 and 1964 seasons Ker
ridge and Grncarevic (1_965) demonstrated 
that naturals of desirable quality could be 
successfully produced in a variety of ways. 
Most successful of the methods was drying 

on small, heavy paper trays (similar to the 
Californian method), followed by drying on 
60x90 em wire trays elevated 7. Scm above 
the ground, and on the standard drying rack. 
Drying times early in the sea~on ranged from 
1 4 days on paper trays to about 30 days on 
drying racks. 

The use of dehydration to finish dry naturals 
was also successful, although the effects of 
final fruit quality was uncertain. It was found 
that dehydration for increasing periods was 
necessary from mid March onwards due to 
deteriorating drying conditions. 

Kerridge and Grncarevic concluded that un
dipped sultanas of good quality and similar 
appearance to the products of other coun
tries could be produced under the weather 
conditions of the 1963 and 1964 seasons, 
with grapes dried early in the season requir
ing no dehydration. 

2. Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute, 
lrymple. 
Trials were commenced during the 1983/84 
season to investigate the use of the South 
African concrete slab as a system of produc
Ing naturals (figure 2). 

Drying trials were conducted on this concrete slab at the Sunraysia Horticultural Research In
stitute at lrymple during the 1983/84 season. Further trials will be conducted this season with a 

field day tor growers being held to demonstrate aspects of natural sultana production. 
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Four treatments were applied to H5 sultanas 
and Merbein Seedless grapes; drying on the 
bare concrete, on black plasti_c, on racks, 
and comparing those treatments with dipped 
grapes on black plastic. 
Unfortunately, drying of the fruit did not com
mence until late in the season (21/3) after 
which several periods of wet and humid 
weather occurred. As a result, the trials were 
conducted under the worst possibl.e condi
tions for a true evaluation of the treatments. 

A summary of the un-analysed results are 
presented below: 
(i) Merbein Seedless tended to dry more 

quickly than Sultana. 
(ii) Under the weather conditions prevailing 

fruit dried only slightly faster on the slab 
than the rack, since fruit on the slab 
would be more exposed to the 
elements. 

(iii) Fruit on black plastic dried at a similar 
rate to that on the exposed concrete. 

(iv) Dipped fruit dried more quickly than un· 
dipped fruit. 

As results are presently being analysed, no 
significance can yet be attributed to the ef
fects of treatments. Colour and waste 
measurements were also made but no 
results are available. 
During the 1984/85 season, the production 
of naturals will again be evaluated at the 
Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute. 
Trials this season will again concentrate on 
the use of the South African slab drying 
system, with various manageinent treatments 
being evaluated for effects on quality and 
ease of use. Rack and ground drying trials 
will also be conducted. It is intended that fruit 
drying trials will commence as soon as suffi
ciently mature (about 20° Brix) fruit is 
available to overcome the ·problems en
countered in the previous season. 
lt is intended that a mini field day will be held 
to demonstrate to aU interested growers that 
trials being conducted at the S.H.R.I., Jrym
ple. 

Conclusion 
There is little doubt that natural sultanas of the 

quality required by export and local markets 
could be produced in Australia. The onset of 
less favourable drying conditions after mid
March would limit the use of ground and con
crete slab drying systems of natural production 
to early harvested fruit. Trials during this season 
at the Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute 
at lrymple will be used to refine the techniques of 
producing naturals with particular .emphasis on 
concrete slab drying. During the drying period, 
the trials will be demonstrated to interested 
growers. 

The expected price for high quality naturals 
will largely determine whether the increased risk 
and costs of producing naturals will be taken by 
dried fruit growers. 

References 
Kerridge, G. H. and M. Grncarevic; Production 

of dark colored sultanas by sun-drying in 
Australia, Food Tech. Aust., 17;" pp. 328-331 
(19651. 
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W.A. land of Sun, Surf~ the Americas Cup 
and Currants 

The dried fruit industry in Western Australia is 
relatiVely small and devoted mamly to tne pro
duction of currants. Approximately 200 growers 
produce about one thousand tonnes of dried 
currants each year. A small Quantity of raisins, 
around fifty tonnes, and about fifteen tonnes of 
sultanas are also grown. 

Most farmers produce dried fruits as a secon
dary crop. Average farm production is small with 
growers producing a few tonnes of dried fruits 
each year to supplement their incomes from 
other crops. 

The currants are produced in two main areas: 
the Swan Valley on the outskirts of Perth, and in 
the Bindoon district some 80-1 OOkm to the 
north of the city. 

The Swan Valley, situated along the banks of 
the Swan river on the north-eastern outskirts of 
Perth, is the heart of Western Australia's 
vineyard industries. The land is flat with mainly 
sand over clay soils not particularly suited to 
vines. Despite this, the area has a long history of 
grape production. Vineyards were first establish
ed there in the 1830's. 

The first currants were planted in the late 
1800's and a packing shed was established 
soon after. The output of dried fruit was small un
til after the First World War. Soldier settlement 
schemes following the war, saw 2000 acres of 
vines being planted in the Pyrton and Herne Hill 
regions of the Swan Valley. While much of these 
plantings were intended for wine production, 
these and other private plantings also resulted in 
considerable expansion of the local dried fruit in· 
dustry. Production steadily increased, and other 
packing sheds were opened. 

The industry-reached its peak of production in 
the late 1940's with some 400 growers produc
ing some 4700 tonnes of dried fruit each year. 

Production levels have steadily decreased 
since then as more growers turned to the local 
and export fresh grape markets. 

Today some 140 growers remain in the Swan 
Valley producing about 500 tonnes, or half of 
the State's crop. 

Landholdings are generally small, around five 
to ten hectares. Small plantings of currants are 
grown as an alternative to the production of wine 
and fresh grapes. 

The Bindoon area is hilly granite country with 
heavy loam soils predominating. It also 
developed as a result of the soldier settlement 
scheme, though much of the area planted was 
unsuitable for currants. Today it is a mixed farm
ing area with small currant crops grown to sup
plement farming incomes from hay, grain and 
sheep production. Some 50 growers produce 
an average of around 1 0 tonnes each per an· 
num. 

1 0-February, 1985. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

W.A. DRIED GRAPE PRODUCING REGIONS 

Most of the Western Australian currant crop is 
grown using the natural rain fall of about 28-30 
inches. Returns of around 2.5 tonnes per hec
tare are usually achieved. Recent years has 
seen the increased use of irrigation with 
substantial increases in yield being achiev
ed. Yields of around 6-7.5 tonnes per hectare 
are now being grown at Bindoon. 

Several packing sheds operated in the area at 
the height of the industry, but as production fell 
they eventually closed or amalgamated to 

become the Swan Settlers Co-operative. Today 
Swan Settlers is the only dried fruit packer in 
Western Australia. 

The climate is well suited to dried fruit produc
tion. The long, hot summer provides plenty of 
time for crops to mature, and be picked and 
dried before the autumn rains begin. Crop losses 
because of bad weather are rare though 
thunderstorms sometimes cause splitting while 
the currants are ripening. 

Swan Settlers 
Co-operative 

Association Ltd. " (Established 1913) 

II General Hardware 
1111 Kleenheat Gas 

1111 Farm supplies 
1111 Produce 

1111 Garden supplies 

DELIVERIES TO MIDLAND AND DISTRICTS 
OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS 

Great North Highway, Herne Hill 

PHONE 296 4400, 296 4511. 
DRIED FRUITS AND NUTS 

Lennard Street, Herne Hill - Phone 296 4222. 
Open Monday-Friday- 8.30 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. 
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Registration and 3rd Party Insurance 
for Trikes and 4 Wheelers 

After a period of extensive lobbying of all State 
Governments by the A.D.F.A., the Victorian 
Government has followed W.A.'s lead and 
agreed to register three and four wheel special 
vehicles as from November 1 , 1984. 

Prior to this date, special vehicles of the kind 
used in primary production could not be 
registered under the Motor Car Act because 
they did not comply with the construction and 
equipment requirements applicable to motor 
cars. 

The Road Traffic Authority (RTA) now pro· 
poses to develop amendments to the Motor Car 
Act to provide for an annual permit system. 
However, the RTA believes this legislation will 
not be ready until Autumn 1985, at the earliest. 

As an interim measure the ATA has lncor· 
porated ame'ndments into a consolidated version 
of the RegulationS. The amendments specify a 
reduced set of construction and equipment re
quirements for special vehicles. 

The following is an outline of the proposed in
terim requirements. 

Definition of Special Vehicle 
Special vehicle will be defined as a vehicle 

whlch:-
-is steered by means of a handlebar 
-is designed to carry one person 
-has three or four wheels 
-is not more than 1150mm wide 
-has an unladen mass not exceeding 21 Okg 
-is owned by a primary producer and used sole-

ly for primary production purposes. 

Construction and Equipment Requirements 
Braking and steering requirements will be 

capable of being met by most of the vehicles 
currently on the market without modification. 
However, the vehicles will not be eligible for 
registration unless they are fitted with: 
-two turn signal indicator lamps 
-a horn or warning device 
-a rear vision mirror 
-a number plate lamp which may be Incor-

porated In a combined brake and tail lamp. 
Some of the smaller versions do not have a 

parking brake and this will need to be fitted. 

Conditions of Use 
The vehicles will be allowed to use the roads 

under the following conditions: 
-if registered and covered by third party in-

surance 
-no passengers to be carried 
-driver to wear a motorcycle helmet 
-not to be used for towing loads in excess of 

250kg 
-not to be used In built-up areas 
-not to be used on the sealed part of a road ex-

cept where this is unayoldable, e.g. in cross
Ing a road, bridge or railway line. 
Some of the above restrictions may be varied 

by the Authority where It is safe to do so, e.g. 
vehicles fitted with a differential can be safely 
used on sealed roads. 
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Eddie Lloyd takes time out for checking the water on his block. 
Eddie's opinion: "It's very efficient and economical". 

Fees on Registration -
Vehicles owned by Primary Producer 

Registration Fee (including surcharge) $23.90 
(minimum fee cagetory); Number Plate $5.00; 
Insurance Premium Class 60 or 61 ; Additional 
Fee $15.00; Stamp Duty Rate of $5.00 per 
$200.00 of market value or part thereof. (Vehi
cle not previously registered). 

Driver Licence Requirements 
Must be the holder of a motor car licence (may 

be Probationary), subject to normal motor car 
licence provisions. 

Cannot learn to drive in this type of vehicle or 
be tested for a licence in such vehicle. 

Motorbike dealers in the Sunraysia area report 
a strong demand from horticulturists for the trike 
and 4 wheel type of vehicle. Of the special 
vehicles being sold, an estimated 50% are being 
reQistered. 

Prominent Mlldura grower, Mr Eddie Lloyd has 
used his 1 25 L T Suzuki 4 wheeler extensively 
during the last two years on he and his brother 
Owen's 1 00 acre property. 

Eddie believes "the 4 wheeler provides fast, 
cheap and convenient transport around the pro
perty and is ideal for checking the irrigation". 

"Registration and 3rd party insurance will be a 
tremendous benefit for growers especially those 
with blocks that are not adjacent," Eddie said. 

STOP PRESS: 
The South Australian Road Traffic Board has 

~agreed to register 4 wheel special vehicles 
under similar conditions to those applying in Vic~ 
toria. However, the S.A.R.T.B. have not extend· 
ed this facility to trikes. 

A.D.F.A. will miss 
Max Sutterby 

Max Sutterby, a Red Cliffs dried fruit grower all 
his life, was a long serving and widely respected 
grower representative and Industry leader. 

A stalwart of the A.D.F.A. and the Growers' 
Conciliation and Labour League, Mr Sutterby 
gave generous service to the Industry over 20 
years. 

His record of grower· representation and 
achievement indicates a11 untiring commitment to 
the D.V.F. Industry and the magnitude of the 
debt owed by all growers. 
Red Cliffs Branch Chairman and Secretary. 
Sunraysia District Council Chairman. 
Federal Council President 1977-1983. 
Australian Dried Fruits Corporation Member. 
Growers' Conciliation and labour League Chair~ 
man 1973-1985. 
Inter State Arbitration Committee Chairman. 

His ready participation, judgement, fair ap
proach and good humour will be sadly missed 
and the Industry's sympathy is extended to his 
family. 
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A .. D .. F .. A .. applies for full NFF 
membership 

The A.D.F.A. has recently sought full membership of the National Farmers Federation upon a trial basis. The A.D.F.A. has requested to 
become a commodity council member and anticipates its application will be accepted at the N.F.F. Council meeting to be held in May 1985. 

The step to upgrade membership has been taken because the A.O.F.A. believes the present status as an associate member is an inap
propriate basis from which to evaluate the full merits of N .. F.F. membership. 

At the General Meeting of the N.F.F. held in November 1984, Mr. Peter Macintosh, the A.O.F.A. representative, _and Mr. Henry Tankard, the 
A.D.F.A. Chairman, had discussions with other Primary Industry leaders, and found a preparedness to listen to the plight of the Dried Grape In· 
dustry. 

Commenting on the meeting, Mr Tankard said ''The Australian Dried Grape Industry holds a more sceptical view of Government free trade 
policies than most agricultural Industries due primarily to the subsidised nature of Its foreign competition. However, with the present threat pos
ed to the Meat and Grain Industries by the E. E. C., the situation facing the D. V.F. Industry received a sympathetic hearing from what could be very 
powerful allies". 

The following Is the new,...,.... ms1r p 
-tiM -toi<IH>- ,.,.,.,_, 
F6da a6\Ht, Mr. /an Me~ one ol 
A-~ ltNr/tlst wool pi'Ot/ut:tll& 

1985 - A YEAR FOR ACTION 
Some are saying old agriculture has had its 

day~ that it is destined to take up the slow lane in 
the ruthles.s world trade race. 

Don't you believe it. Those statements are an 
excuse, designed to construct a smokescreen, 
a way out if the huge potential of the farm sector 
remains undeveloped. 

Acceptance of this negative view of 
agriculture will be self fulfilling. 

In fact, agriculture can play its historical role as 
the springboard for national economic growth. 
Combine the removal of many shackles from the 
farm sector with aggressive, professional 
marketing and the potential to Increase 
agriculture's contribution Is huge. 

The challenge for 1985 is to remove these 
shackles and begin to realise this potential. 

Government and industry both have a role to 
play. 

Australian farmers continue to labour under 
farm costs which are at a level much higher than 
those faced by our competitors. This must not 
continue. 

12-February, 1985. 

Excessive taxes and charges at Federal, State 
and local Government levels have contributed 
substantially to this serious disadvantage. 

Industry must identify the trouble spots. 
Government must then act promptly to arrest this 
farm cost problem. 

All three tiers of Government have contributed 
to Australian interest rates remaining significant· 
ly higher than those of any other major industrial 
country, with the possible exception of Italy, 

With interest rates significantly higher than 
those of our competitors, the farm sector suffers 
a major disadvantage In Its efforts to compete 
with exports or against Imported foodstuffs. 

1984 
In many ways, 1984 was a year of lost oppor~ 

tunity for agriculture. 
At the start of the year, N.F.F. launched a 

modest campaign called "Advance Agriculture 
- Advance Australia". It was designed to build 
on and highlight the capacity of the farm sector 
to lead Australia's economic recovery. 

It must not be forgotten that 50% of the 
growth of our economy in 1983/84 stemmed 
from the agriculture's performance after the 
drought. 

As such, 1984 was seen as a year of great 
challenge. Unfortunately the sector has been 
constrained from going on with it; our agricultural 
industries have been shackled by high costs and 
price problems on world markets. 

The farm costs issue was N.F.F.'s major elec
tion focus and it's this issue more than anything 
else which is strangling farm potential. 

The extent of many of these cost increases 
could be markedly reduced. Many are the result 
of Federal and State Government lnteNentlon, 
excessive taxes, charges, tariffs, rates and 
economic policy. 

Over the past 4 years, inflation has risen by 45 
percent, while Government taxes on farmers 
have Increased by a massive 70 percent during 
the same period. At the same time, returns to 
producers have increased by only 19 percent. 

A farm cost petition circulated by the National 
Farmers' Federation two months ago has already 
received over 50,000 signatures. 

The frustration of the farm community has 
prompted many farmers· in 1984 to resort to 
various forms of direct action to create 
awareness of their situation. 

1985 
The huge potential of the farm sector can be 

capitalised on. If it is to be so, 1985 must be a 
year of action. 

While dramatic improvement can't be ex
pected, the competitive edge that the Australian 
farm sector had long held in world markets can 
be restored by swift Government and industry 
action. 

Bold Initiatives are possible and are 
necessary. 

Every effort must he made to consolidate trade 
links in Asia. Very serious consideration must be 
given to extending the closer Economic Rela~ 
tionship with New Zealand to include an Asian 
country. 

Representations at the highest level must be 
made to counter the threat of dumping of 
agricultural products on Australia's traditional 
markets by the E.E.C. 

The special needs of the rural sector must be 
recognised when new banking licences are 
allocated. 

Turning around the explosion in public sector 
borrowing, estimated at $90 billion by June 
1985, Is a critical factor In overcoming our In· 
terest rate disadvantage. 

Any tax reform must avoid the further taxation 
of farm capital. Farmers already pay $460 
million, or an average of $2,600 per farm in 
wealth taxes, each year to local Government 
authorities in the form of rates. 

The very damaging impact of Government 
taxes and charges on inputs used in farm pro
duction must be avoided. The Federal Govern
ment fuel excise levy has stupidly added over 
$30 million to farm costs in 1984, to the delight 
of Australia's competitors. 

The Federal Government program of removal 
of unnecessary and obstructionist regulations 
must be aggressively supported. 

Government and industry alike will need to 
make a big effort to meet this challenge in 1985. 
Don't waste these opportunities, many of them 
won't return. 
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Vine Variety·-----------------------------........... 
Improvement Scheme 

Grape growers are urged to take full advan
tage of vine planting and propagating material 
made available through the Fruit Variety Im
provement Committee- Vine Scheme, operated 
by the Victorian Department of Agriculture in 
Mildura. 

The scheme was started in the 1970's when it 
became apparent that growers and nurserymen 
should have the best available material for their 
use. The scheme was modelled on those 
operating successfully in the U.S.A and 
Europe. 

The best material available in Australia is 
grown and tested for yield and viruses before 
being released. The vines are indexed and elite 
plantings are established. 

Elite plantings consist of 25 vines and are con
tinually monitored. Cuttings are then taken and 
registered as Mother Vine Plantings. These are 
established on growers properties of which 
there are approx. 80 scattered throughout the 
State with plantings consisting of the varieties 
required for the particular area. Victorian Depart~ 
ment of Agriculture officials from the Plant Stan
dards Department regularly inspect these plots 
and remove any vines that are not performing 
satisfactorily. Material from these plantings is 
then made available to growers. 

The scheme also has 4.8 Ha planted with a 
range of rootstocks and this provides sufficient 
material to cover requirements. They are con
tinually monitored and plantings are increased or 
reduced depending on demand. 

Research is ongoing with the Department of 
Agriculture and C.S.I.R.O. continually looking at 
heat treatment and leaf fragmentation methods In 
an attempt to eliminate viruses from vines. 

The scheme is operating very satisfactorily 
and is of' great benefit in Providing the best 
ava:il8ble material at the lowest possible cost to 
grape producers throughout the country. 

The Australian Vine Variety Improvement 
Scheme: 

! I Vine !mportahon 

I 
Quarant•ne and Bree~ing _ 

·-- ;y---
lndex1ng. Heat Tr 

1 and Repository 

Ehle Plantings 
Mothe< Vlne Prop~ation 

i Mother Vlne Rootstocks 

Mother Vine Sc1onsrPfanUngs 

Propagation Methods 

NUisery Management. 
Hyg•ene and Supervision 

I 01Siri(:Ution 
. Superv•s•on 

I .... 

ment representative on the Fruit Variety Im
provement Committee - Vines - inspects a 

mother vine planting. 

Graham Lake 
BP Distributor 

See Graham or his helpful staff regarding supply of your 
Fuels, Lubricants or Dispensing Equipment. 

Phone BP Mildura Depot: 
8th Street, Ph. 23 1455. 
Visit your local BP Service Stations 
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PACKERS DECIDE ON NO STALKS 
Much has been written and spoken about fruit quality for the Season 1985 crop. In competitive overseas markets and In the domestic 

market, Australia's reputation for producing quality golden fruit packed to strict sta,ndards has been a valuable marketing advantage. However, 
Industry Packers agreed at a recent meeting held to discuss fruit quality that stalk was a considerable and costly hindrance to the production of 
packed fruit free from non-fruit matter. 

As part of a co-ordinated Industry effort to pack to even more stringent standards, growers are requested not to deliver coarse stalks with 
fruit during the Season 1985 harvest. 

Fillin~ boxes in a hurry, 
5rings .<md stalks, 
With I ..; of worrlj. /., 

\ ) ""\ 
/l!l 

liD 

-r;:-~
.- :/-1-'-·-

Stal !2s and can cause a fuss, 
vrecuu" problems for ell of us. 

Effect of Water Stress on Grapevines 
By Mark Gardiner 

Irrigation Office, Department of Agriculture. 

When irrigating, it is very important to have an understanding of how a 
vine responds to water and to be aware of the stages of growth when a vine 
is sensitive to water stress. 

This is particularly important for growers who 
have only supplementary irrigation. A proper 
understanding of the water needs of vines will 
help make the most of limited water supplies. 

The vine is particularly sensitive to water 
stress at certain stages of development. Water 
stress affects yield in a number of ways, it also 
affects berry colour, maturity, vegetative growth 
and the development of next year's bud. 
Effect of water stress on yield and maturity 

Yield is determined by the number of bunches, 
number of berries, the berry size, and the 
amount of sugar in the berry (i.e. level of maturi· 
ty). Stress at different times will effect yield in 
different ways. 

(a) The vine is most sensitive to water stress 
during the flowering to fruit set period. Stress at 
this time causes a reduced berry set. There are 
less berries per bunch and in the case of severe 
stress, less bunches per vine. Yield losses will 
depend on the level of stress but a 25 percent 
loss could occur in a dry spring. (Much higher 
losses have been recorded In controlled ex-. 
periments). 

(b) Water stress at the berry softening stage 
(veraison) also affects yield. Water stress before 
this stage reduces berry size. As cell division is 
underway in the berry, any stress will reduce the 
final nUmber of cells. This may also slightly delay 
maturity. 

1 4-February, 1985. 

Water stress after the berries start to soften 
leads to a greatly reduced maturity as the berries 
will not sugar up properly. Also there will be a 
slight reduction in berry size. 

(c) Pre-harvest stress will have only a minor ef
fect on yield, as the berries do not fill out proper
ly. When a vine is stressed, water is removed 
from the fruit thereby decreasing fruit size and 
weight. 

(d) Water stress between bud burst and 
flowering will only have a small effect on yield. In 
most situations, overwatering and waterlogging 
of the soil during this period is the problem. 
Overwatering affects root growth and on heavy 
limey soils can lead to lime induced iron 
chlorosis. This can be much worse than allowing 
the soil to dry out slightly. 

Effect of Water Stress 
on Colour Development 
Colour wlll be greatly reduced lf the grapes are 

stressed at or immediately after berry softening. 
Stress from midway through the colouring period 
to harvest will also reduce colour, but not to the 
same extent as stress in the earlier colouring 
period. 
Effect of Water Stress on Development of the 
following year's buds 

Over the summer period, buds are developing 
in the canes for the next season's crops. Stress
ing the vines just before harvest does not greatly 

---~---

affect the current year's crop, but it will have an 
adverse effect on the development of the fruiting 
buds that will form next year's crop. Similarly, 
failure to apply a post-harvest irrigation Will affect 
the development of buds for the following year's 
buds. 

Symptoms of VIne Water Stress 
Vines indicate very clearly when they are· be

ing water stressed. It should be reafised ttlafany 
symptoms mean the vine has already suffered. It 
is not good management to irrigate according to 
stress symptoms. The aim should be to irrigate 
so that stress symptoms do not appear. 

The symptoms of stress change as the stress 
becomes greater. The approximate order in 
which symptoms occur are: 
• The young leaves and tendrils (the long thin 

shoots that wrap around the wire) wilt. 
• The young tendrils drop off. 
• Leaves start to wilt and hang vertically. 
• Shoot tips start to dry out (will die if stress is 

severe). 
• The older leaves start to turn yellow and dr:Op 

off. Salt affected vines will show marginal leaf 
burn. 

• Short canes (there can also be other 
reasons). 

• Shrivelling of berries, starting with the most 
immature berries. This normally disappears 
as rewatering occurs. 

Stress symptoms do not normally occur over 
the whole patch at once. Most blocks have 
areas that are difficult to water or have a dif
ferent soil type which dries out first. Monitor
ing these areas will pick up the first signs of 
w~ter stress. 
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Kitchen Fun for Little Ones! 
YUMMY WHOLEMEAL 

SULTANA SCONES 
Here's what you need: 

2 cups self raising flour 
2 cups wholemeal self raising flour 
Y2 teaspoon nutmeg 
60g (2oz) butter, softened 
2 tablespoons raw sugar 
1 cup Sultanas 
1 %-2 cups milk 
milk to glaze 

Here's what you do: 
Sift together the flours and nutmeg, returning 

the wholemeal husks to the sifted mixture. Using 
your fingertips, rub in the softened butter. Add' 
the sugar and Sultanas, combining well. Make a 
well in the centre of the mixture. Pour in 1% 
cups of milk and stir lightly with a table knife just 
until moistened. Add a little extra milk if the mix~ 
ture is too dry to hold together. Do not overmix. 

Turn out on to a lightly floured surface. Knead 
gently for a few seconds, then pat or roll dough 
out until it is about 2cm (%") thick. Cut it into 
shapes with a scone cutter. Dip the cutter in 
flour first, so that it cuts cleanly and the dough 
doesn't stick to it. Put the scones on a greased 
scone tray and brush a little milk onto the top of 
each one. This will make the tops brown and 
shiny when the scones are cooked. Bake them 
in a very hot oven for about 8 to 1 0 minutes. or 
until cooked. 

DRIED FRUIT NEWS 

Cooking is a skill that everyone should learn. 
Children love to cook- and, take more interest 
in their meals - If they're allowed to help with 
the cooking. As soon as they are old enough to 
handle a wooden spoon, encourage them to stir 
up their own snacks but also insist they help with 
the cleaning up. 

When children are helping in the kitchen, 
never leave them alone to handle hot foods, li
quids, or electrical appliances. Always carefully 
explain what you are doing- the dangers involv
ed and how to use all appliances correctly. 

Now for a few simple recipes that children can 
prepare or help to prepare. 

FUZZY FRUIT BALLS 
Here's what you need: 

1 %. cups Dried Apricots 
1 % cups Seeded Raisins 
1 Y4 cups Sultanas 
1 tablespoon honey 
%. cup shredded coconut 

Here's what you do: 
Cut the Apricots and Raisins into small 

pieces, and place all the fruit in a bowl with the 
honey. Add % cup of coconut to the mixture. 
Using your fingers, combine aU ingredients well. 
Using teaspoonsful -of the mixture, shape into 
balls. Roll the balls in the remaining coconut until 
they look fuzzy. Store in an airtight container in 
the i"efrigerator. Makes about 20 Fuzzy Fruit 
Balls. 

CRUNCHY PEANUT COOKIES 
Here's what you need: 

125g (4oz) butter, softened 
% cup raw sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
%cup honey 
2 eggs 
2 cups quick-cooking rolled oats 
2 cups self raising flour, sifted 

cup sanea peanut~ 
cup Sultanas 

Here's what you do: 
Cream the butter and sugar together. Add the 

vanilla and honey and beat until light and fluffy. 
Add the eggs one at a time to the mixture com
bining well. Blend ·in the oats and flour and mix all 
ingredients welL Finally add the peanuts and 
Sultanas. Take teaspoonfuls of the mixture and 
form into balls by rolling between your hanas. 
Place on a greased baking sheet and gently 
press down with a fork. Bake in a moderate oven 
for approximately 15 to 20 minutes or until 
golden brown. Allow to cool and store in an air
tight container. 

FROZEN GRAPE & 
YOGHURT POPSICLES 

Here's what you need: 
1 Y2 cups pureed or mashed ripe fruit,(peaches, 
apricots, bananas, pineapple or strawberries, or 
a combination) 
1 Y2 cups unsweetened or flavoured yoghurt 
1 cup fresh Sultana grapes 

Here's what you do: 
Choose one fruit or make up a combination. 

Remove skins and seeds, if any, then mash the 
fruit with a fork or puree in a blender. Mixture 
should measure 1112 cups. 

In a bowl, stir together the mashed fruit and 
yoghurt Fold in the grapes. Spoon mixture into 
frozen icy-pole moulds or ice cube trays. Freeze 
until beginning to set, then push a wooden ice
pole stick into the centre of each. Freeze until 
firm. 
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Vine Growers 
Improve yields at lower costs,with superior irrigation 

· equipment from Vineleaf Stores!-
Ein-Tal Undervine 
Sprinkler Systems 

OEIN-TAL 
lrrometer Model R 

The lrrometer tells when 
and how much to irrigate! 

FILTOMAT 
FILTERS 

RAINTREE 
UNDERTREE 
SPRINKLER 
SYSTEMS 

The simple clean water solution automatic filtration for 
drip, trickle and spray at a fraction of the price of equivalent 
sand filters. 

To Vineleaf Stores 
P.O.IBox 19, lrymple, Victoria, 3498. 

Please send me more information on ... 

D FILTOMATFILTERS 

D EIN-TALSPRINKLERS 

D IRROMETERS 

D RAINTREESPRINKLERS 

Mr/Mrs/Miss ................................. ·.· .. 

Address ....................................... . 

Postcode ............... Phone ................. . 

APPLICATION 

D Vines 
D Citrus 
D Other 

D Representative to call 
D Further Information · 
D School Project 
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